École Lakeview School French Immersion Kindergarten
Supply List 2019-2020

Please purchase the requested brand of item as they are a superior product and last the longest.

**DO NOT LABEL THE FOLLOWING**

1. 1 box of 8 *Crayola* broad tip washable markers-ORIGINAL COLORS
2. 1 box of 8 *Crayola* broad tip washable markers- YOUR CHOICE of intense, colossal, or tropical colours
3. Pre-sharpened HB pencils
4. 2 large glue sticks
5. 1 pair of student scissors - blunt-tip
6. 1 *Blue Hilroy* **PLAIN exercise book** - 72 BLANK PAGES - No Lines
7. 1 plain white two pocket folder- paper not plastic
8. 1 -4 x 6 family picture

**PLEASE LABEL THE FOLLOWING**

9. 1 pair of *Velcro* runners to be kept at school NO LACES (labeled)
10. 1 large back pack (labeled)
11. Small snack/lunch kit - (this is optional)
12. 1 complete change of clothes (underwear, pants, shirt, socks) in case of emergency/accidents place in a labeled Ziploc bag. To be kept at school.
13. 1 paint shirt labelled

**THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE OPTIONAL, NOT REQUIRED, BUT APPRECIATED**

14. 1 large box of Kleenex
15. 1 container Lysol disinfecting wipes
16. 1 box medium or large Ziploc bags

Most school supplies can be ordered online from Write-On Stationary at [www.write-on.ca](http://www.write-on.ca). They are good quality supplies with competitive prices. 10% of the online sales for every order will be given back to Lakeview School. All orders would be delivered directly to the school as well as pre-printed labels for each child. Orders must be made before August 15, 2019.